Preoperative assessment: pulmonary.
Understanding the risk factors for the development of PPCs allows targeted interventions aimed at reducing the frequency and severity of PPCs. The broad categories of what increases the likelihood of developing a PPC are understood but specific understanding of how individual risk factors act to cause PPCs is lacking,and there is little information regarding the interaction or synergy between risk factors. Further research is needed to define the nature of risk factors and develop better predictive models of patients at risk for developing PPCs. It is clear that anesthetic agents produce significant changes in the respiratory system but further information is needed to define how such changes contribute, if at all, to the subsequent development of PPCs. The ongoing controversy regarding the value of regional analgesia or anesthetic techniques, especially epidural analgesia and anesthesia, in reducing or preventing PPCs requires well-done randomized clinical trials. Further research is also needed in the area of postoperative care such as interventions in patients with OSA or the use of inventive spirometric techniques.